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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. 

The purpose of this document is to provide a high-level overview of Microsoft Teams (MSFT) and how 
Vocus will deliver calling services for organisations who have, or will, deploy MSFT in their environment. 

MSFT is designed to provide an easier way for groups of people to communicate and collaborate. 

Historically, the defacto approach of communicating via group emails and sharing files via a patchwork of 
insecure services has led to difficulties, resulting in missed messages, meetings, files and confidentiality 
breaches. This has proved to be an inefficient way to communicate and can be a significant drain on an 
organisation’s resources.   

This is the problem MSFT has been designed to solve. 

MSFT is a suite of cloud services for enterprise-grade communications and collaboration. MSFT uses a 
distributed cloud environment that provides secure access to organisation’s around the world, with a 
marginal IT footprint.  Access is via Public IP’s over the internet. 

MSFT provides the core collaboration architecture inclusive of all the APIs that enable browser, mobile, 
desktop, and telephony applications.  

Vocus provides “as a service” Direct Route, Teams SIP Channels and PSTN Calling from its Network for 
MSFT. This reduces the need for new capital spend on phone systems, or upfront costs as Vocus 
Network provides all supporting infrastructure and PSTN calling access. 
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW. 

PRODUCT DESIGN. 

The Phone System component is Microsoft's technology for enabling call control and Private Branch Exchange (PBX) 
capabilities in the Office 365 cloud within Microsoft Teams. Phone System works with Teams clients and certified 
devices, including certified Yealink and Polycom handsets, enabling organisation’s and business to replace existing PBX 
system(s) with a set of features directly delivered from Office 365 and tightly integrated into the company’s cloud 
productivity experience.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is this table showing? Do we need to include it in this document? Can we have a brief explanation for it, if we do 
need to keep it, please.  

 

For the New Zealand market there are two all-in-the-cloud solutions: interconnectivity via the organisation’s own 
premise equipment and choice of carrier, or Phone System “as a service” with a Carrier via Direct Routing - such as 
that provided by Vocus.  

Can you please write a brief explanation for this table. Also, please check the capitilisation of the terms – are they 
correct?  

Microsoft Components Customer Components Vocus Components 

• Phone System 

• Teams Client(s) 

• Support 

• Configuration guidance 
& documentation 

• E1 & E3 license’s 

• Add on Phone System 
license(s) 

• E5 license’s 

• Includes Add on Phone 
System License 

• Audio Conferencing 
licenses 

• Carrier Session Border 
Controllers (H/A) 

• Access to SBC(s) 

• Public IP - Internet 

• FQDN 

• Configuration of SBC(s) with 
O365 and Carrier SBC(s) 

• PSTN and Calling 
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• Handsets, headsets of 
choice 

• Contract with Carrier 
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THE VOCUS SOLUTION.  

TELEPHONY CARRIER.  

Vocus Carrier with Direct Routing enables organisation’s to connect to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 
via our highly available and resilient core network.  

There is no need of additional on-premises software or equipment as Vocus provides all of telephony carrier services 
including Direct Routing, SIP Channels, Call Plans, and Business Continuity calling fail over. 

Vocus amplifies the value and power of MSFT by adding SIP Channels and PSTN access from within the core of our 
network.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PSTN CALLING OPTIONS. 

To meet business and calling requirements we offer several pricing models. We have done so as we have observed 
that:  

• Traditional engineering models (i.e. blocking ratios) have substantively changed from 4 users per SIP channel 
to up to 8 users per SIP Channel 

• Calling preference has transitioned to “On Net” (i.e. Peer to Peer) in lieu of traditional PSTN and Calls to 
Mobiles 

These models enable organisations to choose the most appropriate solution for them and their state of readiness - 
user utilisation. ??  
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Teams / Subcriber Calling Packs TEAMS SIP CHannel with Calling Pack TEAMS SIP Channel and Standard Rates 

Per Teams subscriber-$24.00 per month  

This includes unlimited calling to New 
Zealand and Australian Landlines & Mobiles. 
*Fair usage policy applies.  

Enables each subscriber with a Teams Phone 
System license to place and receive, calls via 
Vocus PSTN at the above rate per month per 
subscriber     

Working example: 4 subscribers sharing 1 
SIP channel = $96.00 per month  

Per Teams Channel-$47.50 per month  

This includes unlimited calling to New 
Zealand and Australian Landline 
and Mobiles. *Fair usage policy applies.  

Enables an organisation to place and receive 
calls based on the number of SIP Channels 
required by the organisation.    

Working example: Up to 8 subscribers 
sharing one SIP Channel = $47.50 per month  

Per Teams Channel-$19.00 per month + 
Calling  

Calling charges:  

Local-$0.01 per minute  

National-$0.05 per minute  

Mobile-$0.10 per minute  

Australia Landline-$0.05 per minute  

Australia Mobile-$0.20 per minute  

This may be advantageous where 
calling outside an organisation is low.  

A brief description of w 

OPERATIONAL AND BUSINESS BENEFITS.  

Multiple benefits arise from being Cloud and Platform based, including: 

• Easy, managed transition from On-Premise Phone System to Cloud 

• Exceptional features, with a strong roadmap and large community of 3rd party applications 

• Mobility by design – takes collaboration and calling services with the user anywhere in the world 

• Enterprise security, compliance, and manageability built in 

• Virtually disaster-proof – with built in business continuity  

 

With Vocus, there is no need for: 

• Expensive Phone System upgrades or add-ons 

• Unnecessary hardware and equipment 

• In-house phone system knowledge or expertise 

• Ongoing maintenance or support contracts 

 

HOW DO WE DO IT. 

Underpinning the Vocus SIP Core are clustered Oracle Session Border Controllers, Enterprise Operations Monitoring, 

troubleshooting, and analytics software. The platform is designed to connect, secure, and control real-time voice, 

video, and MSFT sessions at IP network border points.  

This streamlined approach of the Vocus solution will enable a straightforward integration with MSFT and 

infrastructure. 
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RESILIENCY. 

Vocus has SIP Core Session Border Controllers (SBC) in four major centres, Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington and 

Christchurch, providing extensive coverage and capacity.  

Vocus SBC’s ensure continuous service availability as they are:  

• Configured in high-availability mode in pairs in active-standby configuration 

• Secure by design and housed in Vocus data centres 

• Served by diverse network paths  

The Vocus solution optimises performance and availability by load-balancing SIP traffic and statefully rerouting SIP 

sessions around equipment or network failures. By design, this ensures high availability and service quality for IP-

based communications. 

 

Supporting business continuity, Vocus provides SIP Channel failover for business and call centre users in a few 

different ways: 

• Traditional failover between PABX’s at different locations, and failover between PABX’s at the same location 

• In the case of 2 different PABX’s, if they both fail, the pilot and or DDI’s can automatically divert to an 

alternative number i.e. mobiles 

• In the case of a single PABX or Direct Route failure, the pilot and DDI’s can automatically divert to an 

alternative number i.e.: mobiles 
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Vocus interconnects with Spark, 

Vodafone and 2Degrees through 

traditional TDM voice technology.  With 

other providers, such as World Exchange, 

Digital Island, DTS, Voyager and Vibe 

Communications, Vocus interconnects 

using VoIP technology. Do we need to 

expand on interconnects? What do they 

do? What is the benefit for customer/end 

user?  

 

This image is not high enough 
quality, do we have another?  

 

 

 

 

 

BILLING. 

Vocus will provide you with a range of intelligent billing options, enabling you to select and customise a bill format that 

best suits your business needs. Vocus can offer On Net calling (i.e. free) where mobile users are provisioned on the 

Vocus Mobile network. 

With Vocus, you can choose to receive traditional paper-based invoices, or receive them online via Visibill.   

Invoices can be consolidated or created at branch level depending on your business needs. All invoices can be 

customised to highlight areas specific to your requirements, regardless of the bill format you choose.  For example, you 

can itemise specific call types, sort calls by date or time and even separate calls by cost centre using our free Smartcode 

service.    

The following sections are in our standard full invoice: 

• Summary sections for Calling, Rentals and Internet Services 

• Automated Graphs: top twenty calls, calling expenditure profile, expenditure by service category, history 

• Detailed calling sections 

We will provide more detail about Visibill in the Billing and Management section of this document.  – Will we? Where?  
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ACTIVE FRAUD MONITORING. 

Should any 1 line make more than $500 worth of calls, it is immediately turned off just in case it has been subject to 

fraud with a message being sent to the Vocus Networks Fraud Squad. – Can we elaborate please? Is it automatically 

turned off? After what period is it reactivated? What time period does the $500 fall in to? What actions can the Fraud 

Team take?  

 

In addition to spend-based protection, Vocus Network Voice Engineers have put in place many fraud prevention systems 

including: 

• Blocking of most spoofed/invalid numbers that scammers/spammers normally use to make calls. Location-

based call alerts sent to the Networks Operation Centre if an unusual volume of calls starts being made or 

received from a location. 

• Number-based call alerts are sent to the Networks Operation Centre if a large volume of calls is coming into 

the Vocus Network from a single number 

• All Active Monitoring alerts are investigated when the alert comes in and blocking/notifications are sent based 

on if the calls are found to be valid fraud or not 


